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Public Toilets, Public Drinking Fountains and
Public Spitting in Relation to the Conservation OF Human Life.
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places as squares, playgrouuds and especially public schools.
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first
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public drinking cup has been
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question of direct transfer of disease virus and one of general body conditioning.
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matter to demonstrate mouth epithelial

streptococci on the edge of the public drinking cup.
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and
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The war against jiublic spitting has been vigorously and efficiently
for some time now and with undoubted good results. Just what the
relative importance of large masses of sputum thrown into the environment is when contrasted with saliva exchanges that take place in more
waged
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the lingers moistened with saliva, I do not venture to state.
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a rule and tends to adhere to the surface upon which it is dried. The
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dryness, light, time and other factors are germicidal and the disease germ.'j
present, especially, tend to quickly perish.
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Other sanitary improvements, as installation of a

proper sewage or garl)age disposal plant or a clean milk campaign,

like-
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wise affect the public liealtli in a spectacular and demonstrable way. It
has frequently been observed that the decrease in death rate following these
For example, a
specific improvements is greater than would lie expected.

may always

clean water supply

be expected to lower the mortality of

water-borne diseases, chiefly gastro-iiitestinal diseases.

In

many
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has been found that the general death rate is lowered more than can
be explained by the typhoid component and that diseases of the respiratory
tract are reduced. This may be explained by supposing that diseases
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demands
water,
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a significant health factor.
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teaching children
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ing the dissemination of information relative to the

gerous modes of transfer of nasal and oral secretions.
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